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MAIN FIELDS OF ACTIVITY
OF PROTECTED AREAS EMBASSY
Environmental education, ecotourism development,
support for conservation professionals and local
communities around Protected Areas, conservation
volunteering, building of public support for Protected
Areas, creation of eco-trails, nature centers and other
interpretive infrastructure.

Protected Areas Embassy Foundation was established
in 2018 by the team of Zapovedniks Centre to build
public support for protected areas.

Protected Areas Embassy Foundation
seeks to organize public support for Protected Areas in order to
conserve the natural and cultural heritage. The Foundation promotes
the values and achievements of the Russian Protected Areas at
the international level.

The most important tasks
of the Foundation are to form an understanding of the role
of Nature Reserves (Zapovedniks) and National Parks
in education and ecological tourism, as well as to fashion
a sense of environmental responsibility among children,
youth and adult citizens.

OUR GOAL
We make Protected Areas not only a reliable tool
for nature protection, but also a driving force
for socio-economic development.

DISCOVER!
FALL IN LOVE!
PROTECT!
We assign our experience,
skills,energy and donations
for the benefit of:
Protected Areas and their staff
Volunteers on the natural territories
Creative people who instill the love
of nature in others
Local residents and communities whose
homeland is in or near Protected Areas

Our important
international projects:
Protected Areas Embassy Foundation works to establish
cooperation between Russian Protected Areas, their
foreign counterparts and the largest international nature
conservation organizations. For this to be done, we are
developing international partnerships and interaction
within the Protected Areas community.
Participation in the IUCN World Conservation
Congress and specialized issue committees of the
International Union for Conservation of Nature;
Participation in conferences of the EUROPARK
Federation, youth Summits;
Press tour with the world's leading travel
publishers dedicated to the capabilities of
ecotourism in Russia;
Cross-border internships for Protected Areas
employees;
International eco-volunteer camps;
Working with international companies in Russian
Protected Areas.

FOUNDATION
PROGRAMS:

1. PROTECTED AREAS PROFESSIONALS
ASSISTANCE TO THE PROTECTED AREAS EMPLOYEES
We have outlined two directions in this Program:

1 The “Protected Areas Aid Fund” formed from donations
provides targeted support in difficult life situations for
Protected Areas employees and their families.

2

Assistance in advanced training; enhancement of the
competence level of the Protected Areas employees:
training, internships in foreign Protected Areas and
expertise sharing within the system of the Russian Protected
Areas.

2. FRIENDS OF PROTECTED AREAS
We support informal associations of adults and children who
would like to help to conserve the nature and the Russian
cultural heritage inseparable from nature.
Thanks to the program, the movement of Friends of Protected
Areas is being developed. Children, youth and adults can join the
Movement and participate in eco-education and conservation
projects for the good of Protected Areas.

3. BUSINESS FOR THE GOOD OF NATURE
We help business to implement social
and environmental responsibility programs.
We help responsible Russian enterprises to develop charitable
projects taking into account the characteristics and interests
of the enterprises and with respect to global sustainable
development goals for the good of Protected Areas.

4. SAVING THE FUTURE TOGETHER
Conservation of natural and cultural heritage
by means of the development of local
communities and ecotourism.
We inspire and support the members of the social
environment of Protected Areas:
Local authorities
Business Media outlet
Local community Non-profit organizations

Our goal
Get the people living near Protected Areas involved in the
conservation of unique natural complexes, cultural traditions and
sites. Let those people figure out how to benefit from this in the
interest of their homeland, how to create new jobs, and how to boost
the development.

5. WE ARE NEIGHBORS ON THE PLANET
Contribution to the conservation of rare,
flagship and significant species of animals.
We support exhibitions, books, and movies dedicated to rare
animals forming the public perception of the value of rare animals
and the inadmissibility of poaching.

6. HEALTHY PARKS FOR HEALTHY PEOPLE
Natural territories, including Protected Areas, may be used
as a resource for human health. Notably, without any harm
to the nature!
We did not come up with this program ourselves – it was born in
2011 and today has grown into a global movement. We promote the
idea of natural territories being a unique resource for the physical
and mental health of people. Fresh air, walks and sports activities,
psychological “safety valve” that nature provides, ecotourism and
ecovolunteering as ways to increase life satisfaction – all this can
be available to those who live in Russia. We contribute to the
creation of eco-trails and health infrastructure, to the
development of ecotourism, and to the apprenticeship of the local
population.

Discover the value
of Protected Areas!

WINTER TOURS
IN RUSSIA

Christmas
in Kenozerye
Kenozersky National Park
Arkhangelsk Oblast
January – March
In the Northern Arkhangelsk region of Russia
there is an amazing land called Kenozerye.
This realm of snowy winter is the best destination
for a long journey and the right place to enjoy vast
space and silence. There you may find mysterious
forests, listen to fairytales, fables and lores and told
in cozy Russian village houses – izbas, – and feel the
warm of firewood crackling in the traditional stove.
Kenozerye is an amazing commonwealth of man
and nature, where the monuments of Russian
wooden architecture are perfectly inscribed in the
beauty of the northern landscapes.

KENOZERYE
There you will see steeple wooden churches
and chapels, and amazing authentic
museums. The handiwork of local craftsmen –
blacksmiths, birch bark craftsmen, potters
and seamstresses – will amaze you with their
originality. In Kenozerye you will feel that
Christmas is an amazing time when a spark of
hope lights the hearts and everyone immerse
in the miracle and the fairy magic.

Hallow shores
of the White Sea
Onezhskoye Pomorye National Park
Arkhangelsk Oblast
End of February – March
Imagine the taiga intertwining
with the tundra in fancy fantastic forms.
Imagine the snow and ice patterns resembling
the wreathen human destinies.
Imagine you can stop the rush of day and immerse
in amazing wildlife and in the coast-dwellers’
way of living. There i a place for it in Russia:
Onezhskoye Pomorye.
We invite you to a motor sledge trip
around the Onega Peninsula.

WITHIN 4 DAYS YOU WILL:
Visit the age-old villages with enigmatic names – Luda,
Yarenga, Lopshen’ga, Letn’aya Zolotitsa, Pushlakhta;
Feel the attractive indigenous atmosphere of the Russian
coast-dwellers – Pomors – lifestile;
Taste the traditional Pomors’ cuisine;
Get to know the history of the first wooden airport in Russia
and its museum in Lopshenga;
Visit two of the main amenities of the White Sea – the
famous Chesmen lighthouse and one of the oldest wooden
lighthouses on the entire Arctic coast – Letne-Orlovsky;
And for the most brave of you – the Northern Polar lights as
a reward!

Come and see the stark beauty
of the Russian North!

South Urals.
Winter, good bye!
Bashkiria National Park,
Shulgan-Tash Nature Reserve,
Bashkir Nature Reserve
Republic of Bashkortostan
February – March

DURING THE TOUR YOU WILL:
You will see the slopes and peaks
covered with dense woodland
and sharp-pointed rocks, buttes,
stone pillars and sheer walls rising from
beneath of its darkness.
You will enjoy the piedmont woodlanded steppes
of the Western Urals, the chalk mountains
and famous Inzérskiye Zubchátki ridge, that resemble
a tremendous petrified dragon.

The Ural Mountains are adored because of caves. Among them, the world-famous Kapova
Cave with its Paleolithic rock paintings and the Askinsky Ice Cave with its 15-meter ice
column and unusual acoustics. The local population of marals – Altai red deers – adorn the
mountains of the Southern Ural Mountains.
In February, there is a possibility for you to participate in folk festivals such as Maslenitsa and
say good bye to the winter in the Russian manner.

SPRING TOURS
IN RUSSIA

Spring in the swamps
Polistovsky Nature Reserve
Pskov Oblast
April – May
We invite you to a Nature Reserve, created to save the largest
in Europe Polist-Lovat swamp system.
Vast moss moors are interspersed with hummock ridges, small and larger lakes,
and innumerous afforested islands. Many species of birds and animals find
shelter there.

You will immerse into the world of rare feathered
inhabitants of the swamps
Surely you will meet curlews, whimbrels, a rare forest subspecies of the
ptarmigan, Ural owls, boreal owls, cranes, golden plovers, grouses and
capercaillies;
There is cloud of waterfowl on the lakes, including black-throated divers, nesting
whooper swans a number of duck species and gulls;
You will also get to know the main types of raised bog plants and sense the role
bogs play in nature and in human life;
You will definitely see how the main marsh berry – cranberries – grows and find
out why it is called "springberry" in common speech (spoiler follows: all winter
long, the berry lay under the snow and from that become especially sweet – in
spring these are the best vitamins for the whole wildlife of the swamps);
You will visit the museum of izba – the Russian village house – created by the
residents of the ancient village of Gogolevo and you will also try to bake traditional
pies in the Russian oven under the guidance of local cooks.

Kingdom of flowers
and birds
Chiórniye Zémli nature reserve
Republic of Kalmykia
April (tulips) – May (poppies)

Endless carpets of colorful tulips
in April. Blooming poppy, sage,
feather grass and herb
steppes in May...
This is what you will experience in Chiorniye Zemli
Nature Reserve in spring… But you can also see
a huge number of waterfowl and semi aquatic birds
on Lake Manych-Gudilo. This territory is one of
35 wetlands of international importance and is subject
to the Ramsar Convention as one of the most important
habitats for waterfowl.

This is a mass nesting place for the rarest colonial semi aquatic birds, such as great white and
Dalmatian pelicans and spoonbills. You will be able to observe them through a field glass or
binoculars and with some luck – snap their photos.
In the nature reserve you can see one more miracle of nature – a rare saiga antelope. It is here
where saiga feels like the landowner.
You will also learn how hoopoes hoot and how steppe ground squirrels behave. And you can even
ride on the majestic camels, so called "ships of the desert". And for sure you would like to taste
unforgettable Kalmyk cuisine.

Preserving Caucasus
Alanya National Park,
North Ossetian Nature Reserve,
Dagestan Nature Reserve,
Samursky National Park
Republic of North Ossetia-Alania,
Republic of Dagestan
May – June

THE CAUCASUS IS FULL
OF FANTASTIC LANDSCAPES:
Mountains with snowy peaks, foothills, valleys, waterfalls, deepest
canyons, liana forests, steppes, and even dunes!
But there you may also see the wildlife: Caucasian turs and
restored population of Caucasian wisents, griffon vultures,
bearded vultures, peregrine falcons and many other species of
rare birds of prey. There are mzany endemic plant species too.
Furthermore, you will see the habitat of the rarest Persian leopard –
a female named Volna (Wave, in Russia) – and watch the films and
photos from camera traps.
You will get acquainted in person with the giant plane-tree – the
oldest in Eurasia.
In the Caucasus, there are monuments of traditional nature
exploitation – ancient stone walls, fragments of centuries-old
buildings, pagan sanctuaries, and ancient cities of the Caspian
coast. But the Caucasus is also known after hospitality and
delicious national cuisine you will be able to experience during the
tour.

SUMMER TOURS
IN RUSSIA

Birds and lotuses
of the Caspian Sea
Astrakhan Biosphere
Nature Reserve
Astrakhan Oblast
August

Admire the beauty of blooming lotus plains
and get to know the regional legends of this
beautiful flower!
You will observe the turbulent life of the Caspian lowland
and delta of the Volga. Majestic white-tailed eagles, white
swans, hovering herons, pelicans and glossy ibises are
among innumerous semi aquatic birds living there.

Hiking and boat routes in the Volga delta will
let you delight the fragile beauty of pristine
nature in the vast expanses of the Astrakhan
Nature Reserve.
You will take a closer look at one of the oldest
Nature Reserves in Russia;
Learn about the most extensive scientific research
that has been going on for several decades on its territory:
the behavior of the Caspian Sea, the formation
of landscapes, the diversity of its plant and animal
species are being studied here a long while.

The kingdom of whales,
fur seals and birds
Commander Biosphere Nature Reserve
Kamchatka Krai, Commander Islands
June – August

This hard-to-reach marine Nature Reserve,
located on a group of islands of the Pacific
Ocean, covers a territory bigger than Belgium.
You will see many a rare species of animals and
plants, including species that cannot be found
anywhere else on Earth.
This is the only place in Russia where whale watching can be practiced
all year round. 21 species of these mammals have been registered here –
a quarter of all the species of cetaceans on our planet.

DURING THIS TRIP YOU WILL:
Have the opportunity to see fin whales, minke whales, humpback whales, killer whales, white-winged porpoises,
less often – cachalot, blue or bowhead whales;
Practice whale watching, visit a fur seal rookery and salmon spawning grounds;
Make fascinating sea excursions to rocky islands – nesting sites of colonial seabirds, where more than 50,000 pairs of
puffins breed every summer. Other common birds there are red-faced cormorants, glaucous-winged gulls, horned puffins,
fulmars, and many other species;
See haul-out sites of anthura – a rare subspecies of seals on the reefs in the southeastern part of the nature reserve. Also
there live kalans in the thickets of seaweed;
Visit the grave of the famous geographer and traveler Vitus Bering and see the monument to Wilhelm Steller, the first
scientist who laid the foundation for the study of the flora and fauna of the archipelago;
Admire the gem-coloured beach of Buyan Bay consisting of pellets of agate, jasper, chalcedony and opal;
In the Nature Reserve, you will be met with great hospitality by the local specialists – real devotees of their duty.
They know literally everything about the nature of the Commander Islands.

Eco-tour through Khakassia
Khakass Biosphere Nature Reserve,
Shushensky Bor National Park,
Ergaki Natural Park,
Museum-Reserves Salbyksky Kurgan,
Kazanovka, Khurtuyakh-Tas,
Maloarbatskaya Pisanitsa
Republic of Khakassia
June – September

In Khakassia, you will admire the main landscapes of the
spurs of the Western Sayan Mountains. The route leads
you through several natural zones – steppe, woodened
steppe, mountain taiga and alpine meadows.
You will get to know the life and culture of the Siberian peoples, see the
world-famous archaeological sites of the Valley of the Kings –
contemporaries of the Egyptian pyramids.
Rock paintings of different periods will lead you down the ages in which
different ethnic groups succeeded each other in these vast expanses of
local steppe.
The throat overtone chanting of the Khakass and the original national
instruments will fit into the natural landscapes.
Clouds of birds and a mass of flowering plants, vast multi-colored
steppes, majestic cedars, cheerful larch groves, and lakes with the
purest water – all this you will find in Khakassia.
The amazingly fertile climate of Khakassia – the breadbasket of Siberia –
will give the trip a special charm and a sense of the grace coming from
this amazing region.

AUTUMN TOURS
IN RUSSIA

Altai Ring of Protected
Areas
Altai Biosphere Nature Reserve,
Katunsky Nature Reserve,
Uch-Enmek Ethnic and Nature Park,
Sailugemsky National Park,
Museum-Reserve "Pazyryk mounds"
Republic of Altai
August – October

During the journey, you will see both famous places – like
Lake Teletskoye, Korbu waterfall, Karakol valley – and
little-known nooks of the Altai Mountains in the vicinity of the
Katunsky Nature Reserve.

DURING THIS TRIP YOU WILL:
Get in touch with a beautiful pristine corner of our planet;
Visit splendid hard-to-reach places of Altai;
Get acquainted with the living legends-keepers – specialists of the Protected Areas –
learn much about the peculiarities of their hard work and hear firsthand stories of the
zapovednik way of living.
Waterfalls of Lake Teletskoye and of mountain rivers – tributaries of the Katun,
high-altitude lakes with emerald water, amazing stone "mushrooms", caves of
Denisovans, the famous Pazyryk burial mounds, fantastic petroglyphs and
breath-taking beauty of the mountains, forests and meadows are here for those who
want to experience the "deep" Altai, almost inaccessible to the mass tourist.
You will also get to know better the culture of the Altaians, visit the museum of the
Roerich family, and spend some nights at ranger stations. So this will be not just a
"see-the-sights-of-Altai" tour, but a real "feel-the-spirit-of-Altai" journey in the very
heart of the Protected Areas.

Baikal Autumn
Baikalsky Biosphere Nature Reserve,
Kabansky habitat,
Tunkinsky National Park,
Baikal bird ringing station
Republic of Buryatia, Irkutsk Oblast
September – October

What are the first things you imagine
when you hear the word Baikal?
Are these hills pink from blooming rhododendrons?
Or mirror-like expanse of transparent water through
which pebbles are seen at the bottom? Or the goldcolored larches? Or, maybe, the famous Baikal omul
and cedars – the taiga giants? Or you may possibly imagine
Buddhist flagged stupas on holy places and ornate temples...

DURING THIS TRIP YOU WILL:
You will find out a lot about Protected Areas of the southwestern part of Baikal,
local flora and fauna, and the amazing lake – the deepest and the cleanest.
You’ll see the largest storage of water reserves – almost a quarter of all fresh
water on the planet.
During the tour, you will immerse into the culture of the Old Believers, who
have long lived in this region and have kept their traditions unchanged for the
last 300–400 years. You will also experience the basics of shamanism and
Buddhism, the cultures that have coexisted side by side in this region for
several centuries.

Autumn at the Ladoga
Nizhne-Svirsky Nature Reserve
Leningrad Oblast
Second half of August – October
Despite the relative proximity to large metropolitan areas – Moscow
and St. Petersburg – the territory of the Nature Reserve is hard-to-reach and
rarely visited by eco-tourists. It’s a mix of the forestland and the wetland with pine
woods and spruce forests, raised bogs and windfalls, sandy beaches on the
shores of Lake Ladoga and bays of the river Svir.

Here you will see mosaic landscapes and sparsely populated
areas creating perfect conditions for high biological diversity
on the territory.
On the routs of the Nature Reserve in 1–2 days you may find traces – and
sometimes see with your own eyes – almost the entire set of typical taiga animal
species. Traces of the vital activeness of a lynx and a bear, of a wolf and a fox, hazel
grouses and capercaillies overlap each other on forest paths.
In the Nature Reserve, there is one of the largest stations in Russia for ringing
migratory birds – Ladozhskaya. Starting its work in 1968, the station specialists
catch and ring from 7 to 20 thousand birds belonging to 120-130 species annually.
The tour to the Nature Reserve will let you know the main types of taiga. You will
make an excursion to the raised bogs, studying the life of beavers, walk to the
coast of Ladoga, where many semi aquatic birds and waterfowl are living. And may
be you will literally catch and ring birds at the Ladozhskaya ornithological station.

INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLE
OF ECOUTOURIST PROJECTS

PROJECT «THE PATH
OF AWARENESS»

PRIVATE NATIONAL PARKS
OF NAMIBIA

Bonn-Bad Godesberg Forest
Germany

Namibia

«The Path of Awareness» project started in 2018 and was
designed to help people take a break from daily stress, calm
down, and look at the forest from a new point of view.

Namibia has a developed
system of private national
parks.
For example, the Skeleton

Within the framework of the project, special trails are constructed in
the forest. Along the trails there are signs with activities that tourists
are invited to perform. The exercises are divided into 6 categories,
which involve various senses – breath and smell, hearing, walk and
see hear or touch.

The “Path of Awareness”

Coast National Park is
divided into two parts.
The South part is open
to everyone with
a ticket. Thousands
of tourists visit this
part every day. The

trails are based on the German philosophy “Waldeinsamkeit” (“Unity

Northern part is

with Nature”), which means the enlightened, uplifting feeling that

open only for one

comes from being alone in the forest.

specific travel com-

Today, this project is in demand, the experience of creating such trails

pany that has a license

was proposed to be recreated by other municipalities, and currently

for tourism activities in

there are twelve trails of this kind throughout the country.

this part of the park.

1000
PER DAY

50

PEOPLE

PER DAY

The number of tourists in this area is no more than 50 people
per day. The cost is about $1000 per day, it includes a photo
safari. For comparison, it costs $20 to visit the southern part.
Such a difference allows the national park to provide
guaranteed traveling through vast natural areas, with a
minimum

number

of

people,

for

nature

lovers,

photographers, artists and those seeking for meditation
opportunities and unity with nature.

“CRANBERRY TRAIL” PROJECT
Kurjenrahka National Park
Finland

PROJECT “FEEL GOOD”
Germany
The “Feel Good” Project offers detailed
information about natural sites to help
travelers find more sustainable travel options,
and encourages them to travel to these
destinations using sustainable vehicles.

The project promotes 130 protected
areas, as well as cycling and hiking trails
and a large number of recreational
They offer green travel tips, such as encouraging tourists
The “Cranberry Trail” Project is a 1.7 km ecological
trail. The trail was created to make natural objects
accessible to people with disabilities. It is an
easy-to-acess circular trail designed with great
attention to the need of people with various disabilities such as
limited mobility and visual impairments. This is achieved, for
instance, through the creation of an accessible environment for
wheelchairs and tactile maps.
This trail is part of the achievements of the Access to Nature for
All (NatAc) project supported by the Central Baltic Cooperation
Program in 2014-2020. NatAc is a project facilitating access to
ecotourism by developing accessible ecotourist facilities in the
Baltic States - Latvia, Estonia and Finland.
The purpose of the Karpalopolku (Cranberry) trial and the entire
NatAc project was to enable tourists with physical, visual,
auditory and cognitive impairments to be involved in nature
tourism and enjoy nature with comfort in places that were
previously accessible only for hiking.

to travel on their partner Deutsche Bahn's green trains,
which use 100% green electricity. In addition, travelers can
use the CO2 calculator to track their carbon
footprint while traveling. This encourages
travelers to reduce their carbon footprint
and as well as general ecological footprint.

PROJECT "MOVEMENT"
PAs in Spain and Portugal

The “Movement” project primarily aims to reduce pollution
in the biosphere reserves of the Bardenas Reales, Valles
del Jubera, Leza, Cidacos and Alhama, and Ordesa
Viñamana, promote the usage of green transport in
protected areas, improve environmental education and
interpretation, and reduce the carbon footprint of the
visitors to nature reserves.
The "Movement" is a whole concept that promotes
environmentally friendly movement throughout the natural
areas of Spain and Portugal. Its purpose is to allow tourists
who come to the Spanish-Portuguese border region to visit
the center of seven protected natural parks in the Iberian
Peninsula using electric transport. The electric vehicle fleet
includes 81 bicycles, 3 tricycles, 4 cars, 8 scooters and 3
rickshaws.
A tourist can book the type of transport he/she/they like 48
hours in advance and choose one of several available routes,
including a cross-border route, almost 1000 km long. A
network of charging points for car batteries has been
created near public buildings or tourist sites. Some of the
charging points are powered by renewable energy sources.

COUSIN ISLAND
PRIVATE RESERVE
Seychelles
In 1992, the island was purchased to establish a
nature reserve that protects nesting grounds for
giant tortoises and conserves existing
populations of endemic ground birds.
A small exclusive bungalow resort was built to fund the project.
The hotel manager with his family and the ornithologist with his
family live in service apartments on the east beach. They are
responsible for the restoration, maintenance and conservation of
the island's flora and fauna. Currently, the staff includes 16 people.
There are 10 coastal villas on the island where tourists can stay
and participate in research and volunteer projects, such as finding
and preserving turtle nesting sites, birdwatching, and hiking along
ecological trails. Funds from the work of the resort go to the
conservation of rare species of animals living on the island and in
the water area.

YOU MAY SUPPORT NATURE CONSERVATION BY
GOING ON A TOUR TO A PROTECTED AREA.
PART OF THE FUNDS FROM TOURS IS DONATED TO
SUPPORT THE PROGRAMS OF THE PROTECTED
AREAS EMBASSY FOUNDATION.

The digest of best practices in eco-tourism is published with the support of
Presidential Grant Foundation for the development of civil society No.
21-1-010743

